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EXTRA DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN
THE SACRED HOUSE PAULISTA MOTHER , SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY
FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN?

The great grief of My Immaculate Heart is due to the cruelty and the lack of love that exist among
the beings on Earth.

And that, children of Mine, is not due to lack of proof or witnesses of the power of love.  Jesus
Christ was and will be the most truthful proof of love that overcame all in order to take the leap to
the universal consciousness.

For this, Your Mother of Heaven comes to remind you about the Love of God manifested through
His Beloved Son.  Humanity no longer feels the need to love, but to conquer, judge and above all,
destroy the spiritual and moral dignity of others.

That increases the sorrow that the Heart of God feels by seeing His children created in full captivity
and shipwreck.

But the power of the Love of God transcends all barriers and although in this time there are souls
that do not want to love, but to harm and hurt others, Your Mother of Justice holds the scale that is
about to break down due to the weight of sin, omission and martyrdom.

This time would come; the majority of humanity chose the pleasures of material life and the
ambition for everything, thus, day after day, separated itself from God until replacing Him for the
modernities and false gods that it assumed as its own.

The prophecy of John, the Apostle, is fulfilled as it was written but before everything happens your
faithfulness to the designs of God will make the difference between walking to Paradise or towards
hell on Earth.

Children, sorry for My profound statement because the glass not only overflows but it spills and
poisons many hearts.  Now this glass is about to break by the impact of the Angel of the Justice of
God.

Help Me! Help Me and pray! The fraternal power of My Immaculate Heart will help humanity.

Thank you for answering to My pleas for peace!

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Spokesperson of the Universe


